The goal of our research is to distinguish veterinary message board posts that describe a case involving a specific patient from posts that ask a general question. We create a text classifier that incorporates automatically generated attribute lists for veterinary patients to tackle this problem. Using a small amount of annotated data, we train an information extraction (IE) system to identify veterinary patient attributes. We then apply the IE system to a large collection of unannotated texts to produce a lexicon of veterinary patient attribute terms. Our experimental results show that using the learned attribute lists to encode patient information in the text classifier yields improved performance on this task.
Introduction
Our research focuses on the problem of classifying message board posts in the domain of veterinary medicine. Most of the posts in our corpus discuss a case involving a specific patient, which we will call patient-specific posts. But there are also posts that ask a general question, for example to seek advice about different medications, information about new procedures, or how to perform a test. Our goal is to distinguish the patient-specific posts from general posts so that they can be automatically routed to different message board folders.
Distinguishing patient-specific posts from general posts is a challenging problem for two reasons. First, virtually any medical topic can appear in either type of post, so the vocabulary is very similar. Second, a highly skewed distribution exists between patientspecific posts and general posts. Almost 90% of the posts in our data are about specific patients.
With such a highly skewed distribution, it would seem logical to focus on recognizing instances of the minority class. But the distinguishing characteristic of a general post is the absence of a patient. Two nearly identical posts belong in different categories if one mentions a patient and the other does not. Consequently, our aim is to create features that identify references to a specific patient and use these to more accurately distinguish the two types of posts.
Our research explores the use of information extraction (IE) techniques to automatically identify common attributes of veterinary patients, which we use to encode patient information in a text classifier. Our approach involves three phases. First, we train a conditional random fields (CRF) tagger to identify seven common types of attributes that are often ascribed to veterinary patients: SPECIES/BREED, NAME, AGE, GENDER, WEIGHT, POSSESSOR, and DISEASE/SYMPTOM. Second, we apply the CRF tagger to a large set of unannotated message board posts, collect its extractions, and harvest the most frequently extracted terms to create a Veterinary Patient Attribute (VPA) Lexicon.
Finally, we define three types of features that exploit the harvested VPA lexicon. These features represent the patient attribute terms, types, and combinations of them to help the classifier determine whether a post is discussing a specific patient. We conduct experiments which show that the extracted patient attribute information improves text classification performance on this task.
Related Work
Our work demonstrates the use of information extraction techniques to benefit a text classification application. There has been a great deal of research on text classification (e.g., (Borko and Bernick, 1963; Hoyle, 1973; Joachims, 1998; Nigam et al., 2000; Sebastiani, 2002) ), which most commonly has used bag-of-word features. Researchers have also investigated clustering (Baker and McCallum, 1998) , Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) (Zelikovitz and Hirsh, 2001) , Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Br et al., 2008) and string kernels (Lodhi et al., 2001) . Information extraction techniques have been used previously to create richer features for event-based text classification (Riloff and Lehnert, 1994) and web page classification (Furnkranz et al., 1998) . Semantic information has also been incorporated for text classification. However, most previous work relies on existing semantic resources, such as Wordnet (Scott and Stan, 1998; Bloehdorn and Hotho, 2006) or Wikipedia (Wang et al., 2009) .
There is also a rich history of automatic lexicon induction from text corpora (e.g., (Roark and Charniak, 1998; Riloff and Jones, 1999; McIntosh and Curran, 2009) ), Wikipedia (e.g., (Vyas and Pantel, 2009)) , and the Web (e.g., (Etzioni et al., 2005; Kozareva et al., 2008; Carlson et al., 2010) ). The novel aspects of our work are in using an IE tagger to harvest a domain-specific lexicon from unannotated texts, and using the induced lexicon to encode domain-specific features for text classification.
Text Classification with Extracted Patient Attributes
This resesarch studies message board posts from the Veterinary Information Network (VIN), which is a web site (www.vin.com) for professionals in veterinary medicine. VIN hosts forums where veterinarians discuss medical issues, challenging cases, etc. We observed that patient-specific veterinary posts almost always include some basic facts about the patient, such as the animal's breed, age, or gender. It is also common to mention the patient's owner (e.g., "a new client's cat") or a disease or symptom that the patient has (e.g., "a diabetic cat"). General posts almost never contain this information. Although some of these terms can be found in existing resources such as Wordnet (Miller, 1990) , our veterinary message board posts are filled with informal and unconventional vocabulary. For example, one might naively assume that "male" and "female" are sufficient to identify gender. But the gender of animals is often revealed by describing their spayed/neutered status, often indicated with shorthand notations. For example, "m/n" means male and neutered, "fs" means female spayed, "castrated" means neutered and implies male. Shorthand terms and informal jargon are also frequently used for breeds (e.g., "doxy" for dachsund, "labx" for labrador cross, "gshep" for German Shepherd) and ages (e.g., "3-yr-old", "3yo", "3mo") . A particularly creative age expression describes an animal as (say) "a 1999 model" (i.e., born in 1999). To recognize the idiosyncratic vocabulary in these texts, we use information extraction techniques to identify terms corresponding to seven attributes of veterinary patients: SPECIES/BREED, NAME, AGE, WEIGHT, GENDER, POSSESSOR, and DISEASE/SYMPTOM. Figure 1 illustrates our overall approach, which consists of three steps. First, we train a sequential IE tagger to label veterinary patient attributes using supervised learning. Second, we apply the tagger to 10,000 unannotated message board posts to automatically create a Veterinary Patient Attribute (VPA) Lexicon. Third, we use the VPA Lexicon to encode patient attribute features in a document classifier. 
Patient Attribute Tagger
The first component of our system is a tagger that labels veterinary patient attributes. To train the tagger, we need texts labeled with patient attributes.
The message board posts can be long and tedious to read (i.e., they are often filled with medical history and test results), so manually annotating every word would be arduous. However, the patient is usually described at the beginning of a post, most commonly in 1-2 "introductory" sentences. Therefore we adopted a two stage process, both for manual and automatic tagging of patient attributes.
First, we created annotation guidelines to identify "patient introductory" (PI) sentences, which we defined as sentences that introduce a patient to the reader by providing a general (non-medical) description of the animal (e.g., "I was presented with a m/n Siamese cat that is lethargic.") We randomly selected 300 posts from our text collection and asked two human annotators to manually identify the PI sentences. We measured their inter-annotator agreement using Cohen's kappa (κ) and their agreement was κ=.93. The two annotators then adjudicated their differences to create our gold standard set of PI sentence annotations. 269 of the 300 posts contained at least one PI sentence , indicating that 89.7% of the posts mention a specific patient. The remaining 31 posts (10.3%) are general in nature.
Second, the annotators manually labeled the words in these PI sentences with respect to the 7 veterinary patient attributes. On 50 randomly selected texts, the annotators achieved an inter-annotator agreement of κ = .89. The remaining 250 posts were then annotated with patient attributes (in the PI sentences), providing us with gold standard attribute annotations for all 300 posts. To illustrate, the sentence below would have the following labels:
Daisy name is a 10yr age old age lab species
We used these 300 annotated posts to train both a PI sentence classifier and a patient attribute tagger. The PI sentence classifier is a support vector machine (SVM) with a linear kernel (Keerthi and DeCoste, 2005) , unigram and bigram features, and binary feature values. The PI sentences are the positive training instances, and the sentences in the general posts are negative training instances.
For the tagger, we trained a single conditional random fields (CRF) model to label all 7 types of patient attributes using the CRF++ package (Lafferty et al., 2001) . We defined features for the word string and the part-of-speech tags of the targeted word, two words on its left, and two words on its right.
Given new texts to process, we first apply the PI sentence classifier to identify sentences that introduce a patient. These sentences are given to the patient attribute tagger, which labels the words in those sentences for the 7 patient attribute categories.
To evaluate the performance of the patient attribute tagger, we randomly sampled 200 of the 300 annotated documents to use as training data and used the remaining 100 documents for testing. For this experiment, we only applied the CRF tagger to the gold standard PI sentences, to eliminate any confounding factors from the PI sentence classifier. Table 1 shows the performance of the CRF tagger in terms of Recall (%), Precision (%), and F Score (%). Its precision is consistently high, averaging 91% across all seven attributes. But the average recall is only 47%, with only one attribute (AGE) achieving recall ≥ 80%. Nevertheless, the CRF's high precision justifies our plan to use the CRF tagger to harvest additional attribute terms from a large collection of unannotated texts. As we will see in Section 4, the additional terms harvested from the unannotated texts provide substantially more attribute information for the document classifier to use. 
Creating a Veterinary Patient Attribute (VPA) Lexicon
The patient attribute tagger was trained with supervised learning, so its ability to recognize important words is limited by the scope of its training set. Since we had an additional 10,000 unannotated veterinary message board posts, we used the tagger to acquire a large lexicon of patient attribute terms. We applied the PI sentence classifier to all 10,000 texts and then applied the patient attribute tagger to each PI sentence. The patient attribute tagger is not perfect, so we assumed that words tagged with the same attribute value at least five times 1 are most likely to be correct and harvested them to create a veterinary patient attribute (VPA) lexicon. This produced a VPA lexicon of 592 words. 
Text Classification with Patient Attributes
Our ultimate goal is to incorporate patient attribute information into a text classifier to help it distinguish between patient-specific posts and general posts. We designed three sets of features:
Attribute Types: We create one feature for each attribute type, indicating whether a word of that attribute type appeared or not.
Attribute Types with Neighbor: For each word labeled as a patient attribute, we create two features by pairing its Attribute Type with a preceding or following word. For example, given the sentence: "The tiny Siamese kitten was lethargic.", if "Siamese" has attribute type SPECIES then we create two features: <tiny, SPECIES> and <SPECIES, kitten>.
Attribute Pairs: We create features for all pairs of patient attribute words that occur in the same sentence. For each pair, we create one feature repre-
Evaluation
To create a blind test set for evaluation, our annotators labeled an additional 500 posts as patientspecific or general. Specifically, they labeled those 500 posts with PI sentences. The absence of a PI sentence meant that the post was general. Of the 500 texts, 48 (9.6%) were labeled as general posts. We evaluated the performance of the PI sentence classifier on this test set and found that it achieved 88% accuracy at identifying patient introductory sentences.
We then conducted a series of experiments for the document classification task: distinguishing patientspecific message board posts from general posts. All of our experiments used support vector machine (SVM) classifiers with a linear kernel, and ran 10-fold cross validation on our blind test set of 500 posts. We report Recall (%), Precision (%), and F score (%) results for the patient-specific posts and general posts separately, and for the macro-averaged score across both classes. For the sake of completeness, we also show overall Accuracy (%) results. However, we will focus attention on the results for the general posts, since our main goal is to improve performance at recognizing this minority class.
As a baseline, we created SVM classifiers using unigram features. 2 We tried binary, frequency, and tf-idf feature values. The first three rows of Table 3 show that binary feature values performed the best, yielding a macro-averaged F score of 81% but identifying only 54% of the general posts.
The middle section of Table 3 shows the performance of SVM classifiers using our patient attribute features. We conducted three experiments: applying the CRF tagger to PI sentences (per its design), and labeling words with the VPA lexicon either on all sentences or only on PI sentences (as identified by the PI sentence classifier). The CRF features produced extremely low recall and precision on the general posts. The VPA lexicon performed best when applied only to PI sentences and produced much higher recall than all of the other classifiers, although with lower precision than the two The bottom section of Table 3 shows results for classifiers with both unigrams (binary) and patient attribute features. Using the CRF features increases recall on the general posts from 54 → 60, but decreases precision from 79 → 71. Using the patient attribute features from the VPA lexicon yields a substantial improvement. Recall improves from 54 → 79 and precision is just one point lower. Overall, the macro-averaged F score across the two categories jumps from 81% to 88%.
We performed paired bootstrap testing (BergKirkpatrick et al., 2012) ) to determine whether the SVM with unigrams and VPA lexicon features is statistically significantly better than the best SVM with only unigram features (binary). The SVM with unigrams and VPA lexicon features produces significantly better F scores at the p < 0.05 level for general post classification as well as the macro average. The F score for patient-specific classification and overall accuracy are statistically significant at the p < 0.10 level. Finally, we did an analysis to understand why the VPA lexicon was so much more effective than the CRF tagger when used to create features for text classification. Table 4 shows the number of words in PI sentences (identified by the classifier) of the test set that were labeled as patient attributes by the CRF tagger or the VPA lexicon. The VPA lexicon clearly labeled many more terms, and the additional coverage made a big difference for the text classifier.
Conclusions
This work demonstrated how annotated data can be leveraged to automatically harvest a domain-specific lexicon from a large collection of unannotated texts. Our induced VPA lexicon was then used to create patient attribute features that improved the ability of a document classifier to distinguish between patientspecific message board posts and general posts. We believe that this approach could also be used to create specialized lexicons for many other domains and applications. A key benefit of inducing lexicons from unannotated texts is that they provide additional vocabulary coverage beyond the terms found in annotated data sets, which are usually small.
